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Abstract—The universal mobile telecommunications system (UMTS) utilizes the discontinuous reception (DRX) mechanism to reduce

the power consumption of mobile stations (MSs). DRX permits an idle MS to power off the radio receiver for a predefined sleep period

and then wake up to receive the next paging message. The sleep/wake-up scheduling of each MS is determined by two DRX

parameters: the inactivity timer threshold and the DRX cycle. In the literature, analytic and simulation models have been developed to

study the DRX performance mainly for Poisson traffic. In this paper, we propose a novel semi-Markov process to model the UMTS

DRX with bursty packet data traffic. The analytic results are validated against simulation experiments. We investigate the effects of the

two DRX parameters on output measures including the power saving factor and the mean packet waiting time. Our study provides

inactivity timer and DRX cycle value selection guidelines for various packet traffic patterns.

Index Terms—Bursty packet data traffic, discontinuous reception, power saving, universal mobile telecommunications system

(UMTS).

Ç

1 INTRODUCTION

THE third-generation mobile cellular system universal
mobile telecommunications system (UMTS) offers high

data transmission rates to support a variety of mobile
applications including voice, data, and multimedia. In
order to fulfill the high-bandwidth requirement of these
different services, the mobile station (MS) power saving is a
crucial issue for the UMTS network operation. Since the
data bandwidth is significantly restricted by the battery
capacity, most existing wireless mobile networks (includ-
ing UMTS) employ discontinuous reception (DRX) to con-
serve the power of MSs. DRX allows an idle MS to power
off the radio receiver for a predefined period (called the
DRX cycle) instead of continuously listening to the radio
channel. Some typical DRX mechanisms are briefly
described as follows:

. In Mobitex [15], all sleeping MSs are required to
synchronize with a specific hSVP6i frame and wake
up immediately before the hSVP6i transmission
starts. When some MSs experience high traffic loads,
the network may decide to shorten the hSVP6i
announcement interval to reduce the frame delay.
As a result, the low-traffic MSs will consume extra
unnecessary power budget.

. In Cellular Digital Packet Data (CDPD) [5], [12] and
IEEE 802.11 [8], a sleeping MS is not forced to wake
up at every announcement instant. Instead, the MS
may choose to skip some announcements for further
reducing its power consumption. A wake-up MS has
to send a receiver-ready (RR) frame to notify the
network of its capability to receive the pending
frames. However, such RR transmissions may
collide with each other if the MSs tend to wake up
at the same time. Thus, RR retransmissions may
occur and extra power is unnecessarily consumed.

. UMTS DRX [2], [4] improves the aforementioned
mechanisms by allowing an MS to negotiate its DRX
cycle length with the network. Therefore, the net-
work is aware of the sleep/wake-up scheduling of
each MS and only delivers the paging message when
the MS wakes up.

In the literature, DRX mechanisms have been studied.
Lin and Chuang [12] proposed simulation models to
investigate the CDPD DRX mechanism. In [10], an analytic
model was developed to investigate the CDPD DRX
mechanism. This model does not provide a closed-form
solution. Furthermore, the model is not validated against
simulation experiments. In our previous work [21], we
proposed a variant of the M=G=1 vacation model to explore
the performance of the UMTS DRX. We derived the closed-
form equations for the output measures based on the
Poisson assumption. However, the Poisson distribution has
been proven to be impractical when modeling bursty packet
data traffic [20]. In [11] and [23], simulation and analysis
were utilized to examine the UMTS DRX mechanism. The
authors studied the impact of an inactivity timer on energy
consumption for both real-time and non-real-time traffic.
However, they do not consider the mean packet waiting
time under DRX. This paper proposes a novel semi-Markov
process to model the UMTS DRX for bursty packet data
applications. The analytic results are validated against
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simulation experiments. Based on the proposed analytic

and simulation models, the DRX performance is investi-

gated by numerical examples. Specifically, we consider two

performance measures:

. Power saving factor. This is the probability that the MS
receiver is turned off when exercising the UMTS
DRX mechanism. This factor indicates the percen-
tage of power saving in the DRX (compared with the
case where DRX is not exercised).

. Mean packet waiting time. This is the expected waiting
time of a packet in the UMTS network buffer before
it is transmitted to the MS.

2 UMTS DRX MECHANISM

As illustrated in Fig. 1, a simplified UMTS architecture

consists of the core network and the UMTS terrestrial radio

access network (UTRAN). The core network is responsible for

switching/routing calls and data connections to the external

networks, whereas the UTRAN handles all radio-related

functionalities. The UTRAN consists of radio network

controllers (RNCs) and Node Bs (that is, base stations) that

are connected by an asynchronous transfer mode (ATM)

network. An MS communicates with Node Bs through the

radio interface based on the wideband CDMA (WCDMA)

technology [7].
The UMTS DRX mechanism is realized through the radio

resource control (RRC) finite-state machine exercised be-

tween the RNC and the MS [1]. There are two modes in this

finite-state machine (see Fig. 2). In the RRC Idle mode, the

MS is tracked by the core network without the help of the

UTRAN. When an RRC connection is established between

the MS and its serving RNC, the MS enters the RRC

Connected mode. In this mode, the MS could stay in one of

the four states:

. In the Cell_DCH state, the MS occupies a dedicated
traffic channel.

. In the Cell_FACH state, the MS is allocated a
common or shared traffic channel.

. In the Cell_PCH state, no uplink access is possible
and the MS monitors paging messages from the
RNC.

. In the URA_PCH state, the MS eliminates the
location registration overhead by performing URA
updates instead of cell updates.

In the Cell_DCH and Cell_FACH states, the MS receiver

is always turned on to receive packets. These states

correspond to the power active mode. In the RRC Idle mode

and the Cell_PCH and URA_PCH states, the DRX is

exercised to conserve the MS power budget. These states/

mode correspond to the power saving mode. Under DRX, the

MS receiver activities could be described in terms of three

periods (see Fig. 3):

. In the busy period (see Fig. 3a), the MS is in the
power active mode and the UMTS core network
delivers packets to the MS through the RNC and
Node B in the first-in, first-out (FIFO) order.
Compared with WCDMA radio transmission, ATM
is much faster and more reliable. Therefore, the
ATM transmission delay is ignored in this paper
and the RNC and Node B are regarded as a FIFO
server. Furthermore, due to the high error rate and
low bit rate nature of radio transmission, the Stop-
and-Wait Hybrid Automatic Repeat request (SAW-
Hybrid ARQ) flow-control algorithm [3] is executed
to guarantee successful radio packet delivery: When
Node B sends a packet to the MS, it waits for a
positive acknowledgment (ack) from the MS before
it can transmit the next packet. Hybrid ARQ was
originally proposed for the High-Speed Downlink
Packet Access (HSDPA) system and has also been
adopted by next-generation wireless networks in-
cluding the IEEE 802.16 WiMAX system. SAW-
Hybrid ARQ is one of the simplest forms of ARQ,
requiring very little overhead. Hybrid ARQ using
this stop-and-wait mechanism offers significant
improvements by reducing the overall bandwidth
demanded for signaling and the MS memory. Due
to its simplicity, SAW-Hybrid ARQ could also be
implemented in the earlier UMTS releases without
HSDPA support.
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Fig. 1. A simplified UMTS network architecture.

Fig. 2. The RRC state diagram.

Fig. 3. The timing diagram for UMTS MS receiver activities.



. In the inactivity period (see Fig. 3b), the RNC buffer
is empty and the RNC inactivity timer is activated. If
any packet arrives at the RNC before the RNC
inactivity timer expires, then the timer is stopped.
The RNC processor starts another busy period to
transmit packets. In the inactivity period, the MS
receiver is turned on and the MS is still in the power
active mode.

. If no packet arrives within the threshold tI of the
RNC inactivity timer (see Fig. 3c), then the MS turns
off its radio receiver and enters the sleep period to
save power (see Fig. 3d). The MS sleep period
contains at least one DRX cycle tD. At the end of a
DRX cycle, the MS wakes up to listen to the paging
channel. If the paging message indicates that some
packets have arrived at the RNC during the last DRX
cycle, then the MS starts to receive packets and the
sleep period terminates. Otherwise, the MS returns
to sleep until the end of the next DRX cycle. In the
power saving mode, the RNC processor will not
transmit any packets to the MS.

3 EUROPEAN TELECOMMUNICATIONS STANDARDS

INSTITUTE (ETSI) PACKET TRAFFIC MODEL

The validity of traditional queuing analyses depends on the
Poisson nature of the data traffic. However, in many real-
world cases, it has been found that the predicted results
from these queuing analyses differ substantially from the
actual observed performance. In recent years, a number of
studies have demonstrated that, for some environments, the
data traffic pattern is self-similar [20] rather than Poisson.
Compared with traditional Poisson traffic models, which
typically focus on a very limited range of time scales and
are thus short-range dependent in nature, self-similar traffic
exhibits burstiness and correlations across an extremely
wide range of time scales (that is, possesses long-range
dependence). It has also been shown that heavy-tailed
distributions such as Pareto and Weibull distributions are
more appropriate when modeling data network traffic [14].
In this paper, we adopt the ETSI packet traffic model [6],
where the packet size and the packet transmission time are
assumed to follow the truncated Pareto distribution.

As shown in Fig. 4, we assume that the packet data
traffic consists of packet service sessions. Each packet
service session contains one or more packet calls depend-
ing on the applications. For example, the streaming video
may comprise one single packet call for a packet session,
whereas a Web surfing packet session includes a sequence
of packet calls. An MS/mobile user initiates a packet call
when requesting an information element (for example, the

downloading of a WWW page). If the request is permitted,
then a burst of packets (for example, as a whole
constituting a video clip in the WWW page) will be
transmitted to the MS through the RNC and Node B. When
the RNC receives the positive ack for the last packet from
the MS, the current packet call transmission has completed.
The time interval between the end of this packet call
transmission and the beginning of the next packet call
transmission is referred to as the interpacket call idle time tipc.
Having received all packets of the ongoing packet service
session, the MS will then experience an even longer
intersession idle time tis. The tis period represents the time
interval between the end of the packet session and the
beginning of the next packet session.

The statistical distributions of the parameters in our
traffic model follow the recommendation in [6] and are
summarized as follows. Note that, since we consider
continuous time scale in this paper, the exponential
distribution is used to replace the geometric distribution
for continuous random variables:

. The intersession idle time tis is modeled as an
exponentially distributed random variable with
mean 1=�is.

. The number of packet calls Npc within a packet
service session is assumed to be a geometrically
distributed random variable with mean �pc.

. The interpacket call idle time tipc is an exponential
random variable with mean 1=�ipc.

. The number of packets Np within a packet call
follows a geometric distribution with mean �p.

. The interpacket arrival time tip within a packet call
is drawn from an exponential distribution with
mean 1=�ip.

. The truncated (or cutoff) Pareto distribution is used
to model the packet size. Pareto distribution [9] has
been found to match very well with the actual data
traffic measurements [20]. A Pareto distribution has
two parameters: the shape parameter � and the scale
parameter l, where � describes the “heaviness” of
the tail of the distribution. The probability density
function is

fxðxÞ ¼
�

l

� �
l

x

� ��þ1

and the expected value is

E½x� ¼ �

� � 1

� �
l:

If � is between 1 and 2, the variance for the
distribution becomes infinity. We follow the sugges-
tion in [6] and define the packet size Sd with the
following formula:

Packet Size Sd ¼ minðP;mÞ;

where P is a normal Pareto distributed random
variable with � ¼ 1:1 and l ¼ 81:5 bytes and m ¼
66;666 bytes is the maximum allowed packet size.
According to the above parameter values, the
average packet size is calculated as 480 bytes. The
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Fig. 4. ETSI packet traffic model.



above �, l, and m parameter settings for the packet
size distribution have been validated by the ETSI
technical bodies [6]. Many telecommunications
vendors and operators adopted these settings to
conduct the UMTS field trials. These configurations
were also followed by a number of analytic and
simulation studies in the literature [11], [18] to
investigate the performance of UMTS networks.

. Let the packet service time tx denote the time
interval between when the packet is transmitted by
the RNC processor and when the corresponding
positive ack is received by the RNC processor. The tx
distribution has mean value 1=�x. In our model, we
suppose that tx is proportional to the packet size Sd
and is defined as

tx ¼
Packet Size Sd

Transmission Bit Rate
:

Six types of transmission bit rates are proposed in [6]
for the WWW surfing service: 8, 32, 64, 144, 384, and
2,048 kilobits per second (Kbps).

The ETSI model for bursty packet data traffic with long-
range dependence can be justified in [14]. Paxson and Floyd
[14, Appendix D] have shown that the M=G=1 model with
infinite-variance Pareto distribution can be used to generate
self-similar traffic. In the ETSI packet traffic model, the
packet arrival process is governed by the exponential and
geometric distributions with memoryless property, whereas
the packet service time tx is a truncated Pareto random
variable.

4 AN ANALYTIC MODEL FOR UMTS POWER

SAVING

Based on the ETSI packet traffic model defined in the
previous section, this section proposes an analytic model to
study the UMTS power saving mechanism. The notation
used in the analytic model is listed in Appendix A. Let the
two UMTS DRX parameters tI and tD be of fixed values
1=�I and 1=�D, respectively. We first describe a semi-Markov
process [13], [17]. We then show how this semi-Markov
process can be used to investigate the performance of the
UMTS power saving mechanism (including the power
saving factor and the mean packet waiting time). As
illustrated in Fig. 5, this semi-Markov process consists of
four states:

. State S1 includes a busy period t�B and then an
interpacket call inactivity period t�I1.

. State S2 includes a busy period t�B and then an
intersession inactivity period t�I2.

. State S3 includes a sleep period t�S1, which is entered
from state S1.

. State S4 includes a sleep period t�S2, which is entered
from state S2.

If we view this semi-Markov process only at the times
of state transitions, then we could obtain an embedded
Markov chain with state-transition probabilities pi;j (where
i, j 2 f1; 2; 3; 4g). These state-transition probabilities are
derived as follows:

. p1;1 and p1;2. In state S1, the RNC inactivity timer is
activated at the end of the busy period t�B, and then
the MS enters the interpacket call inactivity period t�I1.
Note that, based on the burstiness nature, our analytic
model assumes that a busy period corresponds to the
transmission duration of a packet call. That is, the
interpacket arrival time tip within a packet call is
significantly shorter than the packet service time tx,
and a busy period will not terminate until the end of
the corresponding packet call delivery. When the first
packet of the next packet call arrives at the RNC
before the inactivity timer expires (with probability
q1 ¼ Pr½tipc < tI � ¼ 1� e��ipc=�I ), the timer is stopped,
and another busy period begins. In this case, if the
new arriving packet call is the last one of the ongoing
session (with probability q2 ¼ 1=�pc, that is, the
memoryless property of geometric distributions),
then the MS enters state S2. Otherwise (with prob-
ability 1� q2), the ongoing session continues, and the
MS enters state S1 again. From the above discussion,
we have

p1;1 ¼ q1ð1� q2Þ ¼ 1� e�
�ipc
�I

� �
1� 1

�pc

� �
and

p1;2 ¼ q1q2 ¼ 1� e�
�ipc
�I

� �
1

�pc
:

. p2;1 and p2;2. The derivations of p2;1 and p2;2 are
exactly the same as that of p1;1 and p1;2 except that
the interpacket call idle period tipc is replaced by the
intersession idle period tis and q1 is replaced by
q3 ¼ Pr½tis < tI � ¼ 1� e��is=�I . Therefore, we have

p2;1 ¼ q3ð1� q2Þ ¼ 1� e�
�is
�I

� �
1� 1

�pc

� �
and

p2;2 ¼ q3q2 ¼ 1� e�
�is
�I

� � 1

�pc
:

. p1;3 and p2;4. In state S1, if no packet arrives before
the inactivity timer expires (with probability 1� q1),
then the MS enters the sleep period t�S1 (state S3, that
is, the power saving mode). Therefore,

p1;3 ¼ 1� q1 ¼ e�
�ipc
�I : ð1Þ
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Fig. 5. A semi-Markov process for UMTS power saving analysis.



Similarly, p2;4 can be derived by substituting q3 for q1

in (1), and we have

p2;4 ¼ 1� q3 ¼ e�
�is
�I :

. p3;1 and p3;2. In state S3, if the next packet call
terminates the ongoing session (with probability q2),
then the MS will move to S2 at the next state
transition. Otherwise (with probability 1� q2), the
MS will switch to state S1. Thus,

p3;1 ¼ 1� q2 ¼ 1� 1

�pc

and

p3;2 ¼ q2 ¼
1

�pc
:

. p4;1 and p4;2. Similar to p3;1 and p3;2, the transition
from state S4 to state S1 or S2 also depends only on
whether the coming packet call is the end of the
packet session. Therefore, we conclude that

p4;1 ¼ p3;1 ¼ 1� q2 ¼ 1� 1

�pc

and

p4;2 ¼ p3;2 ¼ q2 ¼
1

�pc
:

The transition probability matrix P ¼ ðpi;jÞ of the embedded

Markov chain can thus be given as

P ¼

q1ð1� q2Þ q1q2 1� q1 0
q3ð1� q2Þ q3q2 0 1� q3

1� q2 q2 0 0
1� q2 q2 0 0

0
BB@

1
CCA:

Let �ei ði 2 f1; 2; 3; 4gÞ denote the probability that the

embedded Markov chain will stay at Si in the steady

state. By using
P4

i¼1 �
e
i ¼ 1 and the balance equations

�ei ¼
P4

j¼1 �
e
jpj;i, we can solve the stationary distribution

�e ¼ ð�ei Þ and obtain

�e ¼

�e1 ¼
1�q2

1þð1�q1Þð1�q2Þþq2ð1�q3Þ
�e2 ¼

q2

1þð1�q1Þð1�q2Þþq2ð1�q3Þ

�e3 ¼
ð1�q1Þð1�q2Þ

1þð1�q1Þð1�q2Þþq2ð1�q3Þ

�e4 ¼
q2ð1�q3Þ

1þð1�q1Þð1�q2Þþq2ð1�q3Þ :

8>>>><
>>>>:

ð2Þ

Let Hi ði 2 f1; 2; 3; 4gÞ be the holding time of the semi-

Markov process at state Si. We proceed to derive E½Hi�:

. E½H1�. In state S1, the MS experiences a busy
period t�B and then an interpacket call inactivity
period t�I1. Hence,

E½H1� ¼ E½t�B� þ E½t�I1�: ð3Þ

Since a busy period is identical to the duration of a

packet call delivery, a t�B consists of Np packet

service times tx. From Wald’s theorem [13, Theo-
rem 5.18], we have

E½t�B� ¼ E½Np�E½tx� ¼
�p
�x
: ð4Þ

As shown in Fig. 3, t�I1 ¼ minðtipc; tIÞ. If the next
packet arrives before the inactivity timer expires
(that is, tipc < tI), then t�I1 ¼ tipc, and the next busy
period follows (see Fig. 3b). Otherwise (the next
packet arrives after the inactivity timer has expired;
that is, tipc � tI), t�I1 ¼ tI , and the next sleep period
follows (see Fig. 3c). Therefore,

E½t�I1� ¼E½minðtipc; tIÞ�

¼
Z 1
x¼0

Pr½minðtipc; tIÞ > x�dx

¼
Z 1=�I

x¼0

Pr½tipc > x�dx

¼
Z 1=�I

x¼0

e��ipcxdx

¼ 1

�ipc

� �
1� e�

�ipc
�I

� �
:

ð5Þ

Substitute (4) and (5) into (3) to yield

E½H1� ¼
�p
�x
þ 1

�ipc

� �
1� e�

�ipc
�I

� �
: ð6Þ

. E½H2�. State S2 contains a busy period t�B and an
intersession inactivity period t�I2. Therefore,

E½H2� ¼ E½t�B� þ E½t�I2�: ð7Þ

Similar to the derivation of E½t�I1�, E½t�I2� is

E½t�I2� ¼ E½minðtis; tIÞ� ¼
1

�is

� �
1� e�

�is
�I

h i
: ð8Þ

Substituting (4) and (8) into (7), E½H2� is expressed as

E½H2� ¼
�p
�x
þ 1

�is

� �
1� e�

�is
�I

h i
: ð9Þ

. E½H3�. State S3 contains a sleep period t�S1 from
state S1. Suppose that there are Nd1 DRX cycles in a
t�S1 period. Due to the memoryless property of the
exponential tipc distribution, Nd1 has geometric
distribution with mean 1=pd1. pd1 is the probability
that packets arrive during a DRX cycle and is
derived as follows:

pd1 ¼ Pr½tipc � tD� ¼ 1� e�
�ipc
�D : ð10Þ

Since Nd1 is a stopping time, from (10) and Wald’s
theorem, we have

E½H3� ¼ E
XNd1

i¼1

tD

" #
¼ E½Nd1�tD ¼

1

1� e�
�ipc
�D

 !
1

�D

� �
:

ð11Þ
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. E½H4�. State S4 comprises a sleep period t�S2 from

state S2. Assume that t�S2 consists of Nd2 DRX cycles.

Likewise, Nd2 is a geometric random variable with
mean 1=pd2, where

pd2 ¼ Pr½tis � tD� ¼ 1� e�
�is
�D :

Thus, we obtain

E½H4� ¼ E
XNd2

i¼1

tD

" #
¼ E½Nd2�tD ¼

1

1� e�
�is
�D

 !
1

�D

� �
:

ð12Þ

Based on the semi-Markov process, we derive the power

saving factor Ps and the mean packet waiting time E½tw� in

the next two sections.

4.1 Power Saving Factor Ps
The power saving factor Ps is equal to the probability that
the semi-Markov process is at S3 or S4 (that is, the sleep
period or power saving mode) in the steady state. We note
that, at the end of every DRX cycle, the MS must wake up
for a short period � so that it can listen to the paging
information from the network. Therefore, the “power
saving” period in a DRX cycle is tD � � . Let E½H 03� and
E½H 04� be the mean “effective” sleep periods in states S3 and
S4, respectively. Then, E½H 03� and E½H 04� can be obtained by
replacing the tD in (11) and (12) with tD � � and we have

E½H 03� ¼
1

1� e�
�ipc
�D

 !
1

�D
� �

� �
ð13Þ

and

E½H 04� ¼
1

1� e�
�is
�D

 !
1

�D
� �

� �
: ð14Þ

From [17, Theorem 4.8.3],

Ps ¼ lim
t!1

Pr½the MS receiver is turned off at time t�

¼ �e3E½H 03� þ �e4E½H 04�P4
i¼1

�eiE½Hi�
: ð15Þ

Substituting (2), (6), (9), and (11)-(14) into (15), we derive the
closed-form equation for the power saving factor Ps.

4.2 Mean Packet Waiting Time E½tw�
In order to derive the mean packet waiting time E½tw�, we
first need to compute the expected total number of packets
E½Nt� that are processed in states S1 and S2 and the
expected total waiting time E½Wt� of all these packet arrivals
(note that no packets are processed in states S3 and S4).
Then, E½tw� can be expressed as

E½tw� ¼
E½Wt�
E½Nt�

: ð16Þ

Let E½Ni;j� (i 2 f1; 2g and j 2 f1; 2; 3; 4g) be the mean
number of packets delivered to the MS in state Si, given that
the previous state transition is from state Sj. Denote E½Wi;j�
as the mean total waiting time of the associated Ni;j packet

arrivals. Using expectation by conditioning technique [16],
we have

E½Nt� ¼
X2

i¼1

X4

j¼1

�ejpj;iE½Ni;j� and E½Wt� ¼
X2

i¼1

X4

j¼1

�ejpj;iE½Wi;j�:

ð17Þ

We proceed to derive E½Ni;j� and E½Wi;j�:

. E½N1;1� and E½W1;1�. Given the previous state S1, the
transmitted N1;1 packets in state S1 correspond to a
packet call and have geometric Np distribution with
mean �p and variance �pð�p � 1Þ. Therefore,

E½N1;1� ¼ �p: ð18Þ

Since these N1;1 packet transmissions constitute the
busy period t�B in state S1, we have the mean total
waiting time:

E½W1;1� ¼E
XNp�1

i¼1

ðitx � itipÞ
" #

¼E NpðNp � 1Þ
2

� �
E½tx � tip�

¼
�2
p þ �pð�p � 1Þ � �p

2

" #
E½tx � tip�

¼�pð�p � 1Þ 1

�x
� 1

�ip

� �
:

ð19Þ

. E½N1;2� and E½W1;2�. If the previous state is S2, then
the number of transmitted packets N1;2 in state S1

also has geometric Np distribution. Thus,

E½N1;2� ¼ E½N1;1� ¼ �p ð20Þ

and

E½W1;2� ¼ E½W1;1� ¼ �pð�p � 1Þ 1

�x
� 1

�ip

� �
: ð21Þ

. E½N1;3� and E½W1;3�. To derive E½N1;3� and E½W1;3�,
besides those N 001;3 packets that arrive during
state S1, we also need to consider the N 01;3 packets
that are accumulated during the sleep period of
the previous state S3. Suppose that the first of the
N 01;3 packets arrives at time t� within the DRX
cycle tD. Due to the memoryless property, t� has
the truncated exponential tipc distribution with the
following density function:

f�ðtÞ ¼
1

1� e�
�ipc
�D

 !
�ipce

��ipct; ð22Þ

where 0 � t � 1
�D

. Since the interpacket call idle time
tipc (several hundred seconds; see the suggested
value in [6]) is significantly longer than the suitable
tD periods (which will be elaborated on in Section 5),
we also assume that at most one packet call could
appear in a tD period. Under these assumptions,
three cases for the N1;3 packet arrivals are possible
(see Fig. 6): In case 1, the packet call contains only
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one packet, in case 2, there are N 01;3 and N 001;3 packets
in state S3 and state S1, respectively, and in case 3, all
packets of the packet call arrive in state S3. For given
t�, let �i ð1 � i � 3Þ be the probability that case i
occurs. It is clear that

�1 ¼
1

�p
: ð23Þ

Denote tH as the interval between the first packet
arrival and the last packet arrival of the packet call.
Then, tH has the Erlang-Np distribution with rate �ip
and �2 can be derived as follows:

�2 ¼ 1� 1

�p

� �
Pr½tH > tD � t��

¼ 1� 1

�p

� �X1
n¼1

Pr½Np ¼ n�Pr½tHjNp¼n > tD � t��

¼ 1� 1

�p

� �X1
n¼1

1

�p
1� 1

�p

� �n�1

e
��ipð 1

�D
�t�Þ

Xn�1

k¼0

½�ipð 1
�D
� t�Þ�k

k!

( )

¼ 1� 1

�p

� �
1

�p
e
��ipð 1

�D
�t�Þ

X1
k¼0

½�ipð 1
�D
� t�Þ�k

k!

X1
n¼k

1� 1

�p

� �n

¼ 1� 1

�p

� �
e
��ipð 1

�D
�t�Þe

�ipð 1
�D
�t�Þð1� 1

�p
Þ

¼ 1� 1

�p

� �
e
��ip�p ð

1
�D
�t�Þ:

ð24Þ

From (23) and (24), we have

�3 ¼ 1� �1 � �2 ¼ 1� 1

�p

� �
1� e�

�ip
�p
ð 1
�D
�t�Þ

� �
: ð25Þ

Next, we compute E½N 01;3ji� and E½N 001;3ji� and the
associated mean total waiting time E½W 0

1;3ji� and
E½W 00

1;3ji� for each of the three cases in Fig. 6, where
1 � i � 3. In case 1, the only packet of the packet call
arrives at time t� of the tD period, and its mean
waiting time is 1=�D � t� in state S3. Therefore,

E½N 01;3j1� ¼ 1; E½N 001;3j1� ¼ 0;

E½W 0
1;3j1� ¼

1

�D
� t�; and E½W 00

1;3j1� ¼ 0:
ð26Þ

In case 2, according to the decomposition property of
Poisson processes [17, Proposition 2.3.2], N 01;3j2 is a
shifted Poisson random variable (that is, including
the packet at t�) with mean and the second moment

E½N 01;3j2� ¼ 1þ �ip 1� 1

�p

� �
1

�D
� t�

� �
;

E½N 021;3j2� ¼V ar½N 01;3j2� þ ðE½N 01;3j2�Þ
2

¼�ip 1� 1

�p

� �
1

�D
� t�

� �
þ ðE½N 01;3j2�Þ

2:

ð27Þ

The mean total waiting time of these N 01;3j2 packets is

E½W 0
1;3j2� ¼

1

�D
� t�

� �
þ ðE½N 01;3j2� � 1Þ 1

2

1

�D
� t�

� �

þ E
XN 01;3j2
k¼1

ðk� 1Þ 1

�x

2
4

3
5:

ð28Þ

In (28), the first term represents the waiting time in
state S3 of the first packet arriving at t�. The second
term reflects the mean total waiting time in state S3

of the other N 01;3j2 � 1 packets (note that these packet
arrivals are uniformly distributed on the interval
ðt�; tDÞ [17, Theorem 2.3.1] and the expected waiting
time in state S3 is thus 1

2 ð 1
�D
� t�Þ for each of these

packets). The third term corresponds to the mean
total waiting time in state S1 of the N 01;3j2 packets.
Substituting (27) into (28), we derive the conditional
expectation E½W 0

1;3j2� for given t� (see Appendix B

for the details). Now, consider the mean total
waiting time E½W 00

1;3j2� of the N 001;3j2 packets that

arrive in state S1. Clearly, N 001;3j2 is a geometric

random variable with mean and the second moment

E½N 001;3j2� ¼ �p; E½N 0021;3j2� ¼ 2�2
p � �p: ð29Þ

Then,

E½W 00
1;3j2� ¼ E

XN 001;3j2
k¼1

N 01;3j2
�x
þ k� 1

�x
� k

�ip

( )2
4

3
5: ð30Þ

In (30), the first term represents the mean total
service time of the N 01;3j2 packet arrivals in state S3.
The second term corresponds to the mean total
service time of the first k� 1 packet arrivals in
state S1. Substituting (27) and (29) into (30), we
derive E½W 00

1;3j2� for given t� (see Appendix C for the
details).
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In case 3, all packets of the packet call arrive in
state S3 and, thus,

E½N 001;3j3� ¼ 0; E½W 00
1;3j3� ¼ 0: ð31Þ

Assume that the last packet of the packet call arrives
at t� within the tD period (see Fig. 6). Given t�, from
the decomposition property of Poisson processes,
tH ¼ t� � t� is an exponential random variable with
rate

�ip
�p

(see also the derivation in (24)). Therefore,
t� has the following conditional probability density
function:

f�j�ðrjtÞ ¼
1

1� e�
�ip
�p
ð 1
�D
�tÞ

" #
�ip
�p

� �
e
��ip�p ðr�tÞ; ð32Þ

where t � r � 1=�D. The conditional mean E½t�jt��
and the conditional second moment E½t2�jt�� of t�
can then be derived from (32) and are provided in
Appendix D. We proceed to derive E½N 01;3j3� and
E½W 0

1;3j3�. Given t�, similar to N 01;3j2, N 01;3j3 is a
shifted Poisson random variable (that is, including
the packets at t� and t�) with mean and the second
moment

E½N 01;3j3� ¼ 2þ �ip 1� 1

�p

� �
E½t�jt�� � t�ð Þ;

E½N 021;3j3� ¼V ar½N 01;3j3� þ ðE½N 01;3j3�Þ
2

¼�ip 1� 1

�p

� �
E½t�jt�� � t�ð Þ þ ðE½N 01;3j3�Þ

2:

ð33Þ

Similar to the derivation in (28), the mean total
waiting time of these N 01;3j3 packets is expressed as

E½W 0
1;3j3� ¼E½N 01;3j3�

1

�D
� 1

2
E½t�jt�� þ t�ð Þ

� �

þ E
XN 01;3j3
k¼1

ðk� 1Þ 1

�x

2
4

3
5: ð34Þ

Combining (22)-(31), (33), and (34), E½N1;3� and
E½W1;3� are therefore

E½N1;3� ¼
Z 1

�D

t¼0

X3

i¼1

�iðE½N 01;3ji� þE½N 001;3ji�Þ
( )

f�ðtÞdt;

E½W1;3� ¼
Z 1

�D

t¼0

X3

i¼1

�iðE½W 0
1;3ji� þ E½W 00

1;3ji�Þ
( )

f�ðtÞdt:

ð35Þ

Note that, since the N1;3 packets constitute a packet
call, E½N1;3� in (35) is further simplified to have

E½N1;3� ¼ �p:

The mean total waiting time E½W1;3� in (35) has no
closed-form solution and can be easily computed by
using numerical computing software, for example,
Matlab [19].

. E½N1;4� and E½W1;4�. The derivations of E½N1;4� and
E½W1;4� are identical to that of E½N1;3� and E½W1;3�,
except that �ipc should be replaced by �is. This is

because, in state S4, the MS would experience an
intersession idle time tis with mean 1=�is rather than
an interpacket call idle time tipc with mean 1=�ipc.

. E½N2;j� and E½W2;j� (j 2 f1; 2; 3; 4g). Note that the
only difference between state S1 and state S2 is that
the busy period in state S1 is followed by an
interpacket call inactivity period, whereas the busy
period in state S2 is followed by an intersession
inactivity period. Therefore, the packets processed in
state S2 have the same statistical properties as those
processed in state S1 and we have

E½N2;j� ¼ E½N1;j� and E½W2;j� ¼ E½W1;j�;

where j 2 f1; 2; 3; 4g.
Substitute the above E½Ni;j� and E½Wi;j� values (i 2 f1; 2g

and j 2 f1; 2; 3; 4g) into (17) to yield E½Nt� and E½Wt�.
Finally, substituting the obtained E½Nt� and E½Wt� into (16),
we derive the mean packet waiting time E½tw�.

5 NUMERICAL RESULTS

The analytic model has been validated against simulation
experiments. These simulation experiments are based on a
discrete-event simulation model (including Packet arrival,
Packet departure, Sleep, Reading, and Wakeup events),
which simulates the MS power saving behaviors according
to the UMTS DRX mechanism. The interested reader is
referred to [22] for the details of the simulation model.
Table 1 compares the analytic and simulation results, where
�ip ¼ 5�x, �ipc ¼ �x=800, �is ¼ �x=16;000, tD ¼ 20E½tx�,
� ¼ E½tx�, �pc ¼ 5, and �p ¼ 25. The table indicates that,
for the power saving factor Ps, the discrepancies between
the analytic analysis and the simulation are less than
0.01 percent in most cases. For the mean packet waiting
time E½tw�, the discrepancies are less than 0.1 percent in
most cases. It is clear that the analytic analysis is consistent
with the simulation results. Based on the analytic model,
we investigate the DRX performance. Specifically, we
consider the bursty packet data traffic. Figs. 7, 8, 9, and
10 plot the Ps and E½tw� curves. In these figures, tx has the
cut-off Pareto distribution with shape parameter � ¼ 1:1
and mean E½tx� ¼ 0:5 seconds and tD and tI are of fixed
values. The parameter settings are described in the captions
of the figures.

Effects of tipc. Fig. 7a indicates that the power saving
factor Ps curves decrease and then increase as the
interpacket call idle time tipc increases. This phenomenon
is explained as follows: For tipc < 4;000E½tx�, when tipc
approaches zero, the packet arrivals in a packet service
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session degenerate into a single packet train. After a burst
of these packet transmissions, the MS will immediately
experience a long intersession idle time tis and will
eventually be switched into the sleep mode to reduce the
power consumption. Therefore, we have high power saving
factor Ps in this case. As tipc increases, Ps is affected by the
operation of the RNC inactivity timer. Specifically, the MS
is more likely to be found in the inactivity period when the
next packet call arrives. Consequently, Ps decreases as tipc
increases. On the other hand, if tipc > 4;000E½tx�, then more
of the interpacket call idle times will be longer than the
RNC inactivity timer threshold tI as tipc increases. As a
result, the MS is more likely to be in the power saving
mode when subsequent packet calls arrive. Therefore, Ps
increases as tipc increases. Fig. 7b illustrates that the mean
packet waiting time E½tw� is an increasing function of tipc.
When tipc is sufficiently small (for example, tipc < 300E½tx�
in this experiment), the value of E½tw� is mainly dominated
by the intersession idle time tis. Therefore, decreasing tipc
will insignificantly affect the E½tw� performance. We also
note that E½tw� is more sensitive to tipc for a large tD than a
small tD.

Effects of tis. Fig. 8a shows the intuitive result that Ps is
an increasing function of the intersession idle time tis. We

observe that increasing tis will not significantly improve the
E½tw� performance in Fig. 8b. In our traffic model, if the
current packet call is not served completely, then the next
packet call will not be generated. Therefore, not more than
one packet call will wait in the MS sleep period and
increasing tis will not change the E½tw� value.

Effects of tI . Fig. 9 indicates that, by increasing the RNC
inactivity timer threshold tI , Ps and E½tw� decrease. When tI
is small (for example, tI < 200E½tx� in this experiment), it is
likely that the MS is found in the power saving mode as the
next packet call arrives. Consequently, we observe high
power saving factor Ps. However, the mean packet waiting
time E½tw� is unacceptably high in this case. As tI !1, it is
more likely that the MS will never enter the sleep mode and
the E½tw� decreases. Due to the characteristic of the packet
burstiness within the packet call, the server state is likely to
be busy when the next packets arrive. As a result, E½tw� is
bounded at 20E½tx� in this example and increasing tI will

not enhance E½tw�. We also note that E½tw� is more sensitive
to tI for a large tD than a small tD.

Effects of tD. Fig. 10 shows that Ps and E½tw� are
increasing functions of the DRX cycle tD. We observe that,
when tD is large (for example, tD > 100E½tx� in Fig. 10a),
increasing tD will not improve the Ps performance. On the
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Fig. 7. Effects of tipc (�ip ¼ 5�x, �is ¼ �x=80;000, tI ¼ 2;000E½tx�,
� ¼ E½tx�, �pc ¼ 5, and �p ¼ 25).

Fig. 8. Effects of tis (�ip ¼ 5�x, �ipc ¼ �x=4;000, tI ¼ 2;000E½tx�,
� ¼ E½tx�, �pc ¼ 5, and �p ¼ 25).

Fig. 9. Effects of tI (�ip ¼ 5�x, �ipc ¼ �x=4;000, �is ¼ �x=80;000,

� ¼ E½tx�, �pc ¼ 5, and �p ¼ 25).

Fig. 10. Effects of tD (�ip ¼ 5�x, �ipc ¼ �x=4;000, �is ¼ �x=80;000,

tI ¼ 2; 000E½tx�, �pc ¼ 5, and �p ¼ 25).



other hand, when tD is small (for example, tD < 10E½tx� in
Fig. 10b), decreasing tD insignificantly improves the E½tw�
performance. Therefore, for tI ¼ 2;000E½tx�, tD should be
selected in the range 10E½tx�; 100E½tx�½ �.

Effects of � . Fig. 10a illustrates the impacts of the

wakeup cost � on Ps. When tD is large (for example,

tD > 100E½tx�), � is a small portion of a DRX cycle and

thus only has insignificant impact on Ps. When tD is small

(for example, tD < 20E½tx�), Ps increases as � decreases.

Fig. 10b demonstrates an intuitive result that E½tw� is not

affected by � .

6 CONCLUSION

The UMTS utilizes the DRX mechanism to reduce the
power consumption of MSs. DRX permits an idle MS to
power off the radio receiver for a predefined sleep period
and then wake up to receive the next paging message. The
sleep/wake-up scheduling of each MS is determined by
two DRX parameters: the inactivity timer threshold tI and
the DRX cycle tD. Analytic and simulation models have
been developed in the literature to study the DRX
performance mainly for Poisson traffic. In this paper, we
proposed a novel semi-Markov process to model the UMTS
DRX with bursty packet data traffic. The analytic results
were validated against simulation experiments. We inves-
tigated the effects of the two DRX parameters on output
measures including the power saving factor Ps and the
mean packet waiting time E½tw�. Our study indicated the
following:

. The power saving factor Ps curves decrease and
then increase as the interpacket call idle time tipc
increases.

. The mean packet waiting time E½tw� is an increasing
function of tipc.

. When tipc is sufficiently small, decreasing tipc will
insignificantly affect the E½tw� performance.

. E½tw� is more sensitive to tipc for a large tD than a
small tD.

. Ps is an increasing function of the intersession idle
time tis.

. By increasing the RNC inactivity timer threshold tI ,
Ps and E½tw� decrease.

. E½tw� is more sensitive to tI for a large tD than a
small tD.

. For the parameter settings considered in this paper,
tD should be selected in the range 10E½tx�; 100E½tx�½ �
for better Ps and E½tw� performance.

. When tD is large, � is a small portion of a DRX cycle
and only has insignificant impact on Ps.

APPENDIX A

NOTATION LIST

. E½H 03�: the mean “effective” sleep period in state S3.

. E½H 04�: the mean “effective” sleep period in state S4.

. E½Ni;j�: the mean number of packets delivered to
the MS in state Si, given that the previous state
transition is from state Sj.

. E½Nt�: the expected total number of packets that are
processed in states S1 and S2.

. E½Wi;j�: the mean total waiting time of the associated
Ni;j packet arrivals.

. E½Wt�: the expected total waiting time of the Nt

packet arrivals in states S1 and S2.
. 1=�D: the length of each DRX cycle tD in a sleep

period.
. 1=�I : the length of the RNC inactivity timer thresh-

old tI .
. 1=�ip: the expected value for the tip distribution.
. 1=�ipc: the expected value for the tipc distribution.
. 1=�is: the expected value for the tis distribution.
. 1=�x: the expected value for the tx distribution.
. �p: the expected value for the Np distribution.
. �pc: the expected value for the Npc distribution.
. Np: the number of packets within a packet call.
. Npc: the number of packet calls within a packet

service session.
. Ps: the power saving factor.
. tD: the DRX cycles in a sleep period.
. tip: the interpacket arrival time within a packet call.
. tipc: the time interval between the end of a packet call

transmission and the beginning of the next packet
call transmission (that is, the interpacket call idle
time).

. tis: the time interval between the end of a packet
session transmission and the beginning of the next
packet session transmission (that is, the intersession
idle time).

. tI : the threshold of the RNC inactivity timer.

. tw: the packet waiting time in the RNC buffer.

. tx: the time interval between when the packet is
transmitted by the RNC processor and when the
corresponding positive ack is received by the RNC
processor.

APPENDIX B
E½W 0

1;3j2� FOR GIVEN t�

E½W 0
1;3j2� ¼

1

�D
� t�

� �
þðE½N 01;3j2� � 1Þ 1

2

1

�D
� t�

� �

þ E
XN 01;3j2
k¼1

ðk� 1Þ 1

�x

2
4

3
5

¼ 1

�D
� t�

� �
þðE½N 01;3j2� � 1Þ 1

2

1

�D
� t�

� �

þ 1

�x

� �
E

N 01;3j2ðN 01;3j2 � 1Þ
2

" #

¼ 1

�D
� t�

� �
þðE½N 01;3j2� � 1Þ 1

2

1

�D
� t�

� �

þ 1

2�x

� �
ðE½N 021;3j2� � E½N 01;3j2�Þ;

where E½N 01;3j2� and E½N 021;3j2� are given in (27).
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APPENDIX C
E½W 00

1;3j2� FOR GIVEN t�

E½W 00
1;3j2� ¼E

XN 001;3j2
k¼1

N 01;3j2
�x
þ k� 1

�x
� k

�ip

( )2
4

3
5

¼ 1

�x

� �
E½N 001;3j2�E½N 01;3j2� �

1

�ip

� �
E½N 001;3j2�

þ 1

�x
� 1

�ip

� �
E

N 001;3j2ðN 001;3j2 � 1Þ
2

" #

¼ 1

�x

� �
E½N 001;3j2�E½N 01;3j2� �

1

�ip

� �
E½N 001;3j2�

þ 1

2

1

�x
� 1

�ip

� �
ðE½N 0021;3j2� � E½N 001;3j2�Þ;

where E½N 01;3j2�, E½N 001;3j2�, and E½N 0021;3j2� are given in (27)
and (29).

APPENDIX D
E½t�jt�� AND E½t2�jt��

E½t�jt�� ¼ t� þ
1

1� e�
�ip
�p
ð 1
�D
�t�Þ

" #

�p
�ip
� 1

�D
� t�þ

�p
�ip

� �
e
��ip�p ð

1
�D
�t�Þ

� �
;

E½t2�jt�� ¼ t2� þ
h 1

1� e�
�ip
�p
ð 1
�D
�t�Þ

in
2t�

�p
�ip

� �

þ 2
�p
�ip

� �2

�
h
2t�

1

�D
� t� þ

�p
�ip

� �

þ 2
�p
�ip

� �2

þ2
�p
�ip

� �
1

�D
� t�

� �

þ ð 1

�D
� t�Þ2

i
e
��ip�p ð

1
�D
�t�Þ
o
:
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